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Disclaimer: This review was written before the discovery of Shrilal Shukl, and is basically venting out some frustation, one that came from reading a total dud that many tout as a masterpiece. Hindi literature is not as devastated as I seem to say here. The review was transported here
because two versions of the book seem to be doing the rounds gr. Central idea: Man does not do holy action, nor does he sin; a person just doing what he has to do. Plot: Two students wanting to understan disclaimer: This review was written before discovering Shrilal Shukl, and is basically
venting out some frustation, one that came from reading a total dud that many tout as a masterpiece. Hindi literature is not as devastated as I seem to say here. The review was transported here because two versions of the book seem to be doing the rounds gr. Central idea: Man does not
do holy action, nor does he sin; a person just doing what he has to do. Plot: Two students wanting to understand the true nature of the sin are commissioned by the project's own guru. One of them is sent to a wealthy young man who learns all the pleasures of life, and the other is sent to a
yogi who abnegated everything that is spiritual in the world. Students must serve these masters for one year and then return with an answer to their question. A pathetic novel! But this pesky novel does one good thing: it reveals the truism that stylization, restraint and contextual relevance
are essential components of all fiction, even one - in fact a particular one - whose supposed purpose is philosophy. With this thought Chitralekha can not even be considered a novel, because it is a terrible failure in all these aspects. His characters - or rather, types - are so miserably
associated with the inevitable, trembling voice of the author that he reads not as subtlely of his intellectual display - as he might have had - but as famous, too big a hook. Verma severely marginalizes the texture, continually concentrating on reckless events so that he can incorporate his
characters into the debate on philosophical issues. Fake symbols exist only for the presentation of the author's point and counter point, and nothing more. The dostovsky reference can be made here, but any comparison is not possible; Verma is too verbose and easy to come anywhere
close to Russia (which, by the way, is not a big hit with me). So it is regrettable that Verma's desire to control that he cannot distance himself from work on any page and allow him to marry. In general, the plot and the central idea are simple, but strong, but their translation into fiction is poor.
Chitralekha is part of a post-point logical conversation (logic by the way, if it really matters, is cool at times) by characters who are clueless in what they will do next, other than talking, that is. Chitralekha is hasty, as if it were written by a writer restless to give his soul some conclusion from
him sophisticated intelligence. But now I'm curious. Should I insult you? I think I should: Chitralekha, supposedly a Hindi literary masterpiece, would never ever find a decent publisher if it was written in English (Is this the reason why there are no translations to print?) You can call me
biased. I read another book by Bhagwaticharan Verma -- Veh Phir Nahi Aayi -- and she had the same problems as Chitralekha (although the stentorian philosophy was not, which made it passing). I haven't read Bhoole Bisre Chitr, supposedly Verma's best book, and so I refrain from
making an unqualified comment about my writing – or about hindi-urdu-literature-that-is-not-social-realism. But after reading a few examples of a 20th century Hindi novel, I decided to be a little skeptical of her assertion that's as good as her Western counterpart. ... more © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Be the first. Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Be the first. Loading... Ratings &amp; Reviews5Excellent, diamond literatureit is a fantastic tale, and has a lot of discussion
among characters that are more worth reading then any religious book. I'm impressed. Such high-quality literature is the pride of India.This book is one of the gems of world literature. READ MORErheaCertified Buyer, BhopalAug, 20141Don't waste his money on MRP book is 195, got it 371.
It's a really bad deal. READ MOREUdit ChauhanCertified Buyer, ChhindwaraJun, 20185Great productVery good book. Good delivery service. Good packaging. Completely satisfied with the flipkart service. READ MOREShivam Tiwari Certified buyer, Pilibhit11months ago5My one of the first
booksIt was an amazing read. I realized how rich our Hindi writing is. I have been lost in the discussion between beejgupt and chitralekha many times. It was awesome when they talk about how good/bad the world is. The writer touched every n each detail of the topic very nicely. READ
MORE5Terrific purchasemanish KumarCertified Buyer, Samastipur10months ago3Just goodConcept history is a goodREAD MORESiddharth ChoudharyCertified Buyer, VadodaraJan, 20175Thogu Bhagwati Charan Verma wrote many wonderful books. But for me Chitrlekha remains his
best work. It covers many things of life and nature. Paap and PUNYA (evil irvituto) issue has always fascinated and fascinated people. The author gave his opinion through this story in an attractive way. It is believed that his approach to raw nature and the artificial structures we have
created provokes. And he wonderfully provided a sub-activism about PAAP and PUNYA. S N SHARMA,BikanerREAD MORESatya SharmaCertified Buyer, BikanerMar, 20155Combined historical and spritual-intellectual bookIt is the best book by Bhagwati Charan Verma. History begins
with sin (???) and virtue (?????). Teacher to explain the difference, sent two students in two different places. Experience Experience both students demonstrate a subtle difference between sin and virtue. Awesome book! READ MOREDr. Amaresh Chandra MishraCertified Buyer,
JabalpurFeb, 20155AwesomeRAJESH KUMAR MEHRACertified Buyer, Godda5days ago5Must buy! Harvinder KumarCertified Buyer, Prayagraj20days v à¤gra¤『à¤à¤à¤°à¤²à‡à¤–à¤3/4: Chitralekha (Roman) Take a look inside the book DescriptionSample Pages Deal 20% Off Other
Details: Weight Books: 0.37 Kg Look inside the book sample pages This is my first purchase from exotic India and its really good to have such a store with an online buying option. Thanks, looking ahead to buying many more such exotic products from you. Probir, UAE got kaftan today via
FedEx. Your care when sending an order, packaging and methods is exceptional. You dressed my body comfortably and fashionably for my restrained quarantine in several kaftans ordered over the last 6 months. And I gave my sister one of the orders. It's so nice to have made contact with
you. EB Cuya FIGG, USA Thank you for your wonderful service and amazing selection of books. We have longtime customers and have never been disappointed with our excellent store. Thank you and we continue to shop at your store Michael in usa I am very happy with the two I have
already received! Robert, uk I just got up and it's beautifulÂ Parvathi, Malaysia I got booked books in perfect condition. Thanks! Vladimir, Sweden You offer the best services for books that usually others can not provide. Dr. Lagdhir, India Amazing and amazing company ... Exotic India.
Scott, United States of America Rec'd. It's very, very good. Thanks! Usha, us order a rare set of books usually does not exist. Got in great form a little late, I'm sure the Exotic India team worked hard to get a copy. Thank you very much for your efforts to support the Indians in the world!
Vivek Sathe Chitralekha AuthorBhagwati Charan VermaCountryIndiaLanguageHindiSubjectPhilosophyGenreNovelPublisherNew Delhi: Rajkamal PrakashanPublication data1934Media typeBoundDewey Decimal891433 Chitralekha is a 1934 Hindi novel written by Bhagwati Charan Verma.
The novel is about the philosophy of life and love, sin and virtue. The novel was written, and the author still practiced law in Hamirpur and brought him immediate fame and began his literary career. The novel has been adapted for Hindi films twice. Like any language, the essence of its local
smell is its cultural richness. This Hindi masterpiece cannot be repeated in any language. Although the story can only be retelled. The summary Chitralekha is a small volume of literary work that explores the very essence of the universal truths of human life in the social establishment.
Woeful around an intense love story that reflects and flashes not only different aspects of human nature, but also the myriad dilemmas we face in our lives, Chitralekha - novel and protagonist - is riveting at first sight and word. History dialogue dialogue the great hermit Ratnambar and his
disciples Shwetank and Višaldev of the sins committed by men. Finally, they conclude that people become victims and slaves of circumstances. So, according to Ratnambar -there is no sin and virtue per se. Everyone does things according to the circumstances that struck them during their
lives. The author also propounds opinions that sin can be an action, but never thought, as well as that anuraag (attachment/passion) is a desire, and viraag (alienation/lack of passion) comes from satisfaction (tripti). During various twists and turns in the plot Bhagwaticharan Varma shows
biting and liberalism, otherwise unrelated to Hindu literature against independence in India. Through chitralekha's character, the author describes the life of a truly empowered woman: beautiful and strong from the inside, materialistic according to choice, great nature and honest core.
Chitralekha busts many myths around a real and human woman. She firmly holds the reins of her life and directs by preventing society/social pressure from influencing her. Her honesty with herself through the introspection and her refusal to let the ego come in the way of atonement leads
her to victory in life as she reaches peace through passion and passion through peace. This novel is a love story about a young General Beejgupt, who leads a luxurious life serving under the Mauryan Empire and King Chandragupta Maurya (340 BCE - 298 BCE) and a beautiful dancer and
young widow chitralekha. Kumargiri -hermit- also falls in love with Chitralekha and becomes a victim of his circumstances. Shwetaank and Vishaldev want to find the truth about a sacred and unholy life, as their guru Ratnambar suggests. They also become slaves to circumstances, as do
Beejgupta. Other characters include Yashodhara, princess, and Yashodhara's father, aged Mritunjay. The character, Chanakya, was twisted into a novel that would be interesting. There are twenty-two reiveting chapters in the novel that clearly show that there is a pointlessness of judgment.
An adaptation of a Hindi film named Chitralekha released in 1964 by director Kidar Sharma, was based on this novel. He played the lead roles of Ashok Kumar, Meena Kumari and Pradeep Kumar. Previously, the same director made chitralekha (1941) was also based on the same novel [1]



[2] Links ^ Gulzar; Govind Nihalani; Saibal Chatterjee (2003). Hindi Film Encyclopedia. Popular Prakashan. p. 335. ISBN 81-7991-066-0. ^ Chitralekha at IMDb Bhagwati Charan Verma (1994), Chitralekha, New Delhi: Rajkamal Prakashan. Mohan Lal (2006). Encyclopedia of Indian
Literature, 5 ps. Sahitya Akademi. ISBN 81-260-1221-8. External links Chitralekha ,Hindi sahitya Retrieved from
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